This Political cartoon is labeled "The Most Recently Discovered Wild Beast." This cartoon depicts Irish as jail bound hooligans. In this political cartoon simianization is used among the Irish-American. Simianization is the way cartoonists portray humans as having monkey like features.

The simianized Fenian also seems to be cross bred between a reptile as well. He has horned or pointed ears and a long reptile like tail. He is behind bars in this picture. In addition to that below the cage the words read "Bred in the UNITED STATES" to emphasize the unwanted migration of this "beast". On the other side of the bars is a mother-like Gladstone who holds an infant with the words "Irish Land Bill" written on her. The "Irish Land Bill" offers the Fenian a loaf labeled "Concession to Violence." Fenians were often depicted as violent. In the lightly drawn background are rioters showing animosity between the caged Fenian and outsiders.